Could Storms Signal a British ‘Monsoon Season'?
by Michael Fish
Jan. 9, 2015 - As Britain is battered by hurricane force winds and torrential downpours, our longest-serving TV weatherman gives his views on the "5th season" - and says there could be worse to come.  I don’t like the expression “weather bomb” – it sounds far too dramatic.  The true description of this miserable January weather should be “explosive cyclo-genesis”, which is less terrifying and more accurate.
This simply means that an area of low pressure is descending extremely rapidly, unusually so.  It’s bringing with it horrendous weather – from torrential rain to storm-force winds – as it moves over the British Isles.  It doesn’t happen very often, but when it does, it causes mayhem.
There have been winds of 113 mph in Stornoway, northern Scotland, which is hurricane force.  Trees and power lines have been brought down, roads have been closed and power lines felled, which causes terrible disruption.  It’s unusual but not that unusual in the north – they get extremely strong gales like this quite often in winter.
There has been snow elsewhere in Scotland; more is expected in the Pennines and throughout the Lake District on Saturday.  Meanwhile, in the south, it’s been unseasonably warm.  I’m sitting at home in West London looking out at a lovely sunny day.
This unseasonable, mismatched weather isn’t a first – it’s very similar to what we experienced at the same time last year, when we had an extremely strong jet stream coming out of America, across the Atlantic and on to our shores.  Then, there was some unusually cold weather over North America, and some unusually warm weather over the ocean, so where the 2 meet is where you get a strong jet.
This time, the jet is further north, so the strongest winds and the worst of the downpours are affecting the north of the country.  But there is a chance it could move south and affect us all.
I have been looking at the US weather data and there’s a possibility, too, that the same thing could happen again next week.  It’s very uncertain, as it’s still a long way ahead, but the US computers are predicting a horrendous forecast for Thursday and a low further south.  If that does come to pass, London will be in the firing line next week.  It’s certainly something the public should keep an eye on.
So why is all this happening?  Well, nobody knows for certain, but the parameters of climate change were that winters would become much wetter and the weather would become stormier.  Those 2 things have certainly taken place.
Whether you can point the finger at climate change is impossible to say for certain, but there’s a possibility that we will have to put up with this sort of weather at this time of year far more frequently in the future.  My advice is to keep an eye on the forecast, make sure you’re prepared and wrap up warm – or, better still, stay indoors completely.
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